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1. Establish a Theme That Corresponds
      to the  Content You Are Including

A good email campaign begins with the design of the template and its theme. Working on the theme and 
template pays off through more responses, better branding and customer relationships, but also lower 
bounce and unsubscribe rates.

When you establish a theme for your email campaign, make sure it’s coherently linked to the content you 
are offering. You have to establish a clear visual hierarchy within the email--for example, if you are sending 
out a newsletter and have a feature article that stands out more prominently among other items, your 
feature article could set the theme both in terms of content as well as design. 

In this way, clicking through the email and engaging with its content will be more natural to users and will 
help them quickly grasp what your email is about. The clearer the theme of the email is and the more its 
design reflects that theme, the more users will engage with it.

When it comes to ROI and lead generation, email marketing significantly outperforms other types of 
marketing. According to Campaign Monitor, for every $1 spent on email marketing, $38 are generated 
in ROI. In addition, email can also be up to 40 times more effective in customer acquisition than social 
media.

Of course, these successful results imply some investment on your part. If your email efforts are not 
consistent, your campaigns are likely to be ignored or deleted. That’s why your email design needs to 
be flawless and capture people’s attention within a few seconds. Here are 10 central B2B email design 
practices to help you make the most of your emails.
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2. Plain Text vs. HTML Email

Whether to choose a plain text format or an HTML format for your email depends on the type of email 
you are sending and what your intention is. Newsletters and event invitations usually look better with 
more visuals, while follow-up emails and drip emails can be entirely textual.

Both approaches have their advantages. However, if you choose HTML, it is always a good idea to include 
a plain text version as well, for email clients that don’t render the email properly. In their Complete Guide 
to B2B Email Marketing, Pardot list the different benefits of each format.

According to Pardot, plain text format offers:

� Universal readability, as every client can render text

� Higher deliverability rates, because plain text e�mails are 
smaller in size

� Consistent rendering, since some email service providers 
(ESPs) will always strip certain HTML elements as protection

Conversely, designing your email in HTML format offers:

� Better click-through rates (CTR), because of the visual appeal

� Tracking codes placement that helps you track email open 
rates

� Message attractiveness and readability, due to aesthetic 
elements

Since HTML offers benefits that positively influence user email 
engagement, a few simple rules can be followed for greater effect 
and less problems in case ESPs block some of the content.

When creating your next email, make sure you don’t design it 
entirely with images and don’t use images where text will suffice. 
Also, if you are including buttons, use HTML/CSS-based buttons 
instead of images, and always include ALT text on all images--from 
icons and logos, to bigger images.

By doing so, even if some or all of the visual elements vanish, you 
ensure that your email will still make good sense to users.
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Source: http://www.pardot.com/whitepapers/the-complete-guide-to-b2b-email-marketing

3. Be Clear About the Purpose of the Email

Ideally, you should be clear about the purpose and function of every email you send out. The business 
goal of your email should be at the heart of your design and content. In other words, the theme or design 
should reflect the purpose. Emails are typically separated into two broad categories, marketing and 
operational (also known as transactional).

The former’s purpose is to promote products, services or content, inform about product updates, make 
improvement announcements, or invite to webinars and other events. The latter typically includes 
notifications about a transaction or shipment, information about updates, confirmation of changes 
to personal profile or password, or system status notices. Of course, there are emails, which are a 
combination of the two categories--for example, an operational email that includes marketing elements.

According to Marketo’s Email Deliverability Design and Creative Checklist, a recognizable brand name and 
message purpose have a positive and direct effect on conversion optimization. Making the purpose of the 
email clear to users and helping them navigate it with a good visual hierarchy, makes it more likely they 
will engage with your brand.
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Source: https://www.marketo.com/worksheets/email-deliverability-design-and-creative-checklist

4. Carefully Craft the Subject Line and Consider a “From” Field

The “from” field of your email is the first thing that potential customers will see when receiving your email. 
An email that comes from an unknown sender or from an email address starting with sales@ or info@ will 
often end up in the Junk or Spam folder.

Conversely, including your company’s full name or the personal name of the sender establishes more trust 
and transparency. Over time, this can also become a positive identifier, especially if you correspond with 
your business contacts on a daily basis.

An exception applies, of course, to those instances when the email you are sending out is a newsletter, 
report, blog email or alert that people have subscribed to. In those instances, using a non-human email 
sender that corresponds to people’s expectations works better.

The subject line is equally important, as it provides the recipient with a general idea of what your email 
is about. According to Smart Insights, people will decide within 2 seconds whether an email is worth it or 
not and about 1/3 of all emails are opened because of the subject line alone. In other words, the sender’s 
email address and the subject line need to convince in an instant.

To be fully effective, subject lines need to be snappy and relevant, and communicate the point in as 
few words as possible, since they get truncated on mobile quite a lot. Including a call-to-action (CTA), 
if relevant, can also pique readers’ interest. Finally, subject line personalization can boost email open 
rates up to 30 percent, but only if the rest of the email is in line with the personal tone. Including your 
company’s name also consistently improves email open rates, as demonstrated by MailChimp.
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5. Create a Compelling Preview Pane

The preview pane is another design element that you can extensively play with and improve. The first six lines 
of your email which can be seen by the recipient in some email clients are the preview pane. If the preview 
pane is full of inessential information or features an image or logo that doesn’t communicate what the email is 
about, you risk losing readers.

Therefore, it’s a good idea to craft your message so that it looks good in the preview pane with both images 
on and off. You should also include compelling copy within that space, without repeating the subject line, and 
add viewable online and mobile links for users to follow. Again, if you have an HTML version, make sure that 
all images have ALT text and include a call-to-action that can convert readers or trigger additional actions and 
engagement.

Finally, try to be as clear as possible about the purpose of your message within the initial six lines. Imagine that 
users can only see those six lines, and use that as a measure for which content to keep and which to remove.

6. Choose a Design Based on the Type of Email

In their Complete Guide to B2B Email Marketing, Pardot suggest a further distinction between the various 
types of email which you can use when thinking about the proper design. These types and the proper design 
are as follows:

� Plain Text Email: does not require much design as it does not feature any images. Be sure that your email 
copy is conversational but to the point, and that it is properly personalized to make a better impression.

� Newsletter: to increase your newsletter’s open rate (a common issue), make your template 
entertaining and fun. At the same time, create a sound structure, make navigation easy and provide 
quick and easy links to all the content you have included.

� New Feature / Product / Service Email: The design of this type of email needs to be very clean 
and simple, featuring only the most important details that users need to know. You can also provide 
instructional visuals or video to increase engagement.

� Training and Events: the most important information in this email should be clearly visible (such as 
a schedule, detailing times and dates). Apart from the essentials, the template can also include a well-
placed CTA that is relevant to the content of the email.

� Event Follow-Up: once the event is over, you can follow-up with an email rich in visuals, detailing the 
event. Photos or videos from the event can be a great asset here. Include easy to spot links and CTA, 
directing readers to other types of content and further engagement with your brand.

� Holiday: a holiday email is a convenient way to show off brand personality and culture, as well as build 
further rapport with your clients and subscribers. Include rich and fun visual material, but don’t forget 
to make the plain text version just as compelling.
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7. Position Your CTA Well and Make It Clear

The copy, position, and color of your CTA determine whether readers will notice it and engage with 
it. Typically, a call-to-action above the fold works better, especially if someone only views your email 
through the preview pane and does not scroll down. It may also be featured in a number of other 
locations throughout your email but should, as a rule, appear prominently on top.

Your CTA should stand out from images and text. To further draw the attention of your readers, you 
may use more vibrant colors for the CTA button, while keeping them in line with the overall theme and 
template. If your readers do not follow your CTA, your email is in many ways pointless. On the other 
hand, a well-placed and highlighted CTA will elicit engagement and increase click-through rate.

Your CTA copy must be clear about the action you want your readers to make. It has to be persuasive 
and use action-oriented wording, like “sign up now,” “download your whitepaper,” “subscribe to our list,” 
or “get the full report.”

Source: http://www.pardot.com/whitepapers/the-complete-guide-to-b2b-email-marketing
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8. Design Mobile First

9. Avoid the Spam Folder

With more than 50 percent of emails being opened on mobile and 92 percent of B2B executives using 
their smartphone for business, designing mobile first is no longer an option, but a must.

All of your emails should therefore be optimized for mobile and use a mobile or responsive framework. 
You should also pay specific attention to the various elements of your email and adjust them 
accordingly. This includes:

� Bigger fonts (a minimum of 13 
or 14 pixels)

� A standard format - multipart 
MIME (includes email content in 
both plain text and HTML)

� Use basic HTML for your 
template as CSS may be blocked

� Keep images small in size, avoid 
GIFs and Flash elements

� Stay under 600px when 
designing for Android

� Stick to a one-column format

� Create tappable CTAs with a 
minimum size of 44x44 points

To avoid having your emails end up in the spam folder, you should familiarize yourself with spam rules 
and exercise the greatest care in keeping your emails up to standard. Some of the rules under the 
U.S. CAN-SPAM law require you to never use deceptive language in your email headers, “from” fields, 
subject lines, or email body. You are further required to include an unsubscribe link and make sure that 
the link works for at least 30 days after the email is sent. You also need to include your physical mailing 
address.

MailChimps’ How to Avoid Spam Filters is a handy resource, if you want to learn more about avoiding 
spam filters and email firewalls. It offers deeper insight into what can get you into trouble, such as your 
email campaign metadata, your IP address or coding.
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When designing and formatting your email, the following simpler things are what can actually get you 
into trouble:

� Big fonts or full capitalization (a font size between 8 and 14 points is best)

� Invisible, light grey or red fonts

� Repetitive keyword usage

� Misspelled words and garbled text

� Missing title tags

� Javascript and Flash elements

� Phishing links

Some additional ways to prevent your emails from being labeled as spam are to play it safe and use a 
double opt-in, get permission for the different types of message you are sending to your lists (especially 
if promotional), and never use purchased email lists. Also, always prominently display the opt-out link and 
make sure that your email looks reputable and creates clear expectations for readers what it is about.

10. Provide Ample White Space and K Eyes on the Left Side

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content
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Conclusion

The design of an email includes so much more than its appearance--it’s the coding, the formatting, the 
white space and positioning of text and images, the ‘from’ field and the subject line, along with the 
theme and template, that actually make up the design.

While this may seem overwhelming to keep in mind when designing your email, you can always fall back 
on checklists such as the one provided by Marketo (see practice #3) or even create one yourself. And if 
you want to A/B test the various elements of your email to see what works and what doesn’t, you can 
use that same checklist.

By making the above practices a regular part of your email design, you will create emails that increase 
click-through rates, optimize engagement and conversion, and ultimately boost your ROI. As each case 
is highly specific, try playing around with them to find out what will work best for you.

One of the simplest, yet most important email design rules, is to always provide plenty of white space. 
Bullet points, short paragraphs and easily skimmable content with images that support the main point 
and purpose are among the winning factors in an email that converts.

Eye-tracking in marketing has also provided us with a lot of insight on how readers will take in 
information, showing that they will typically keep to the left side of the content when skimming and 
browsing, and will also readily take directional cues, when provided with some.
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